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The session aimed to: 
 

1. Map Australian TEY practice 

2. Share our language(s) of practice, using the ‘four key elements’ framework of the Small 
size network’s mapping project – contact, proposal, reaction, balance 

3. Collate our languages of practice as a manifesto or statement, moving to a series of 
questions we want to ask going forwards. 

 
Some definitions of TEY: 

Theatre for Early Years can mean “theatrical events explicitly designed for audiences under 5-
years old and their caregivers” (Fletcher-Watson, 2015). TEY can involve children as old as six 
(http://mapping-project.eu). However, for the purposes of this session, and with full respect for 
companies/practitioners including children younger than 3 years within target age groups up to 8 
years, we worked with the following:  

“A professionally-created theatrical experience for an audience of children aged from birth to 
around three - years-old, accompanied by carers” (Fletcher-Watson, 2016).  
 
We noted that the phrase ‘theatrical experience’ usefully covers circus, dance, comedy, puppetry, 
opera and live music, and that other terms for TEY include baby drama, theatre for the very young, 
and Theatre for Very Young Audiences. 
 
1. The map was both physical and on paper. The physical map involved everyone present. We 
positioned ourselves in the space along a personal continuum representing our experience of TEY 
as makers, viewers and presenters. The paper map involved an outline of Australia and a 
discussion of “who is doing what where”, to the best of our knowledge. This revealed that 
Australia’s TEY sector involves only a handful of practitioners, mainly in Victoria, most working as 
independent artists. The support of cultural institutions and festivals as initiating, commissioning 
and presenting bodies was warmly recognised. 
 
2. Using butchers paper and post its, participants jotted examples or images from their own 
experience/practice in relation to each of the Mapping project key elements: 
 
Contact: 
‘Social stories; enrolling space; inviting into the space; 360º; levels of action; consistent with the 
work; invitations link explicitly to the work; acknowledgement of who is there; acknowledging land, 
where audiences have come from; recognition – human to human; ongoing and negotiated; time; 
with ideas as well as senses; eye level, face to face; saying ‘this is for you’; participation; 
respecting abilities; I see you seeing me; no fourth wall; engage families/children (face/contact)’. 
 
Proposal: 
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‘The relationship between the invitation and the dramaturgical frame; clarity of the show’s premise; 
supported proposal (aesthetically and socially); setting the scene/offering; the adventure; specific 
but open to possibilities; journey; the portal – how to enter the experience; atmosphere; making the 
adult and child audience feel comfortable; framing baby and participant experience; inviting 
audiences to slow down and notice; introducing the idea of theatre; how we activate a space to 
make it invitational; invitation; placing very young as dominant culture; this is for you; letting go; this 
has been made especially for you; you can touch hear, feel…’ 
 
Reaction: 
‘A dialogue; being aware of one’s own; noticing/engaging interest; sound and lights and design; 
noticing what counts as a reaction; offer or invitation; mirror respond; space for different reactions; 
unexpected; learning; vulnerability of adults; observation discussions; of roles; unexpected 
encounters; responding; conceptual/aesthetic intention and how it moves; what happens after soon 
and later; cultural differences – lenses’.  
 
Balance: 
‘Balancing set performative material with children’s initiatives; safe/brave; artist/carer/child; not 
everything balances; of responsibility; art and experience; performance and child led play; ideas 
about the ‘aesthetic event’ eg. Dewey IE structure arc; learning performance vs. play; aiming for 
equality between generations; leaving space for the parent/carer baby relationship; Two 
audiences’. 
 
This generated a rich discussion as we clarified our thoughts and began to work towards some 
shared meaning. 
 
3. The session ran out of time before we could start to think about a manifesto or statement. All 
agreed that a future symposium dedicated to TEY would be timely and relevant. 


